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一、字彙【請依照句子前後文意，選出最適當的答案】 

【1】1. The government decided on expanding airport ________, giving the green light to a new runway. 

 capacity   fidelity   rationality   solidarity  

【4】2. A new ________ has been developed by some psychologists, who believe this method can help patients deal with 

emotional problems more effectively.  

 descendant   pedestrian   successor   therapy  

【1】3. After a three-month long election ________, he finally won and became the 4th president of that small country.  

 campaign  graduate   landslide   rotation  

【3】4. Food industry needs to ________ its own production to win customers’ trust.  

 dismantle   neutralize   safeguard  withstand  

【1】5. He becomes ________ whenever he feels challenged. He would come up with some stupid excuses.  

 defensive   feminine   provincial   statistical  

【3】6.The dress material may ________ in warm water. Wash it with cold water if you don’t want it to become smaller. 

 deafen   maintain   shrink  whistle  

【4】7. She is ________. She can finish three tasks in one hour, which is far better than other employees.  

 downward   numerous   occasional   productive  

【4】8. Many workers join labor ________ hoping this organization can protect and promote their common interests.  

 newscasts   sheriffs   timbers   unions 

【3】9. Mary ________ good sportsmanship because she never gives up during her career as an athlete. 

 visualize   resents   embodies  betrays   

【1】10. The ________ decoration of the five-star hotel and the high quality service it provides will not disappoint you.  

 delicate  delicious   delicacy   delighted  

【4】11. You may check your ________ record and balance in any ATM. While inquiring, you may place the IC card on the 

sensor area. 

 transcription  script  transfer   transaction  

【3】12. People in Taitung are often older than those in other parts of Taiwan; that may ________ for the slower adoption rates 

for internet access in Taitung. 

 forbid   relate   account   represent  

【4】13. The new president’s health care system is unjust because it still shows huge ________ between rich and poor. 

 generosities   conspiracies  disorders   disparities 

【2】14. As new threats were reported, the airport ________ procedures that included stricter guidelines on passenger and 

luggage screening.  

 collected   implemented   canceled  conspired  

 

【1】15. What a(n) ________ it is to know that they are safe after the earthquake!  

 consolation    condolence   

 assumption    occasion  

 

二、文法測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

【3】16. The teacher persuaded the students ________ fight against one another.  

 do not   do not to   not to   to not  

【1】17. The company cut its profit forecast because its sales ________ weaker than expected.  

 had been    will have been   

 should have been    have been  

【1】18. More and more people look to Facebook groups ________ guidance.  

 for  on  upon  within 

【4】19. He didn’t need more money. ________ he really wanted is more close friends he can share secrets with.  

 If  So   These   What  

【1】20. Either John or I ________ responsible for this event.  

 am  are   be   is  

【2】21. Twenty young talents, ________ had been trained locally, were invited to attend an international conference.  

 all of them    all of whom   

 they all    whom all  

【1】22. ________ that he is not the center of the universe. He should be more humble.  

 Little does he know    Little knows he  

 He knows little    He does know little  

【2】23. ________ is the biggest concern when parents shop for car seats.  

 Safe  Safety  Safely   To save 

【2】24. The government held a two-day meeting ________ for scholar comment on the new policy.   

 asked   asking  

 which ask    which asking  

【2】25. The new drug is safe when ________ correctly, so don’t worry about it. 

 use  used  using  to use  

【3】26. I hope that you will always remember your story, and that you will carry your story with you as proudly as I carry 

________. 

 I  me  mine   my  

【2】27. A quarter of the population of nearly 10 million ________ below the poverty line.  

 to live  lives  life  lifes  

【2】28. I don’t have to tell you the truth, ________? 

 isn’t it  do I   have you  shall we 

【3】29. No sooner did she get home ________ it started to rain. She was very lucky that she didn’t get wet at all.  

 as  had  than  when   

【3】30. Keep me posted on how it goes with that, ________? 

 shall we  shall you  will you  do you 



三、克漏字測驗【請依照段落上下文意，選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇：  

Can a bad marriage actually break your heart? Or a good marriage  31  it? Increasingly, researchers are finding 

that cardiac health and the happiness of our  32  are dance partners. Researchers have long known that married 

people tend to live longer and be healthier than their  33  peers. And in marriage, spouses who had major cardiac 

surgery had better recovery than patients who were  34 , separated, or widowed. In fact, those who were no longer 

married were about 40% more likely to  35  than those with a spouse at home. The researchers fail to prove that 

less-healthy people are more likely to be married or because spouses make a difference in rehabilitation.  

 
【4】31.  define   greet   kick   mend  

【3】32.  goals  memories  relationships   careers 

【2】33.  life   single   work  young  

【1】34.  divorced   fired   migrated   perished  

【2】35.  cry   die   fight  kill 
 

第二篇： 

Written more than 150 years ago, Sherlock Holmes stories are among the most popular mysteries for young adults. 

Indeed, the popular Sherlock Holmes texts  36 into many mediums of cultural products, including graphic novels, short 

stories, and films. The texts have been translated into more than 60 languages,  37  that Sherlockian fiction has attracted 

young readers across many different cultures and languages. Its success may  38  the establishment of its literary value 

resulting from both its aesthetic narration and scientific reasoning. Although imaginative, Holmes is  39  as an ideal 

gentleman who is a rational thinker, observer, and critical thinker.  40  Sherlock Holmes texts are used as a mode to 

motivate teenagers to read, the pedagogical implications have rarely been scrutinized. This is because SH texts are widely 

recognized to be playful and light-hearted. 

 
【4】36.  adapted  adapts  have adapted   have been adapted  

【4】37.  suggest  suggested   to suggest    suggesting 

【3】38.  persist in    compose of  rely on   end up 

【2】39.  related  portrayed    renowned   proceeded   

【3】40.  Unless   For   While   Because  

 

四、閱讀測驗【請在下列各題中選出最適當的答案】 

第一篇：  

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the government advocated a “later, longer, fewer” lifestyle, encouraging people to 

marry later, have wider gaps between children and fewer children overall. It also set up the controversial one-child policy. 

These were attempts to curb population growth in order to help modernize the economy.  

Chinese women are having fewer children, but having a smaller generation following a boom generation—and longer 

life expectancies—means that by 2050, for every 100 people aged 20-64, there will be 45 people aged over 65, compared 

with about 15 today.  

China’s fertility rate—the average number of children a woman has in their lifetime—is 1.6, which is lower than the 

rate in the UK and the US. 

The Chinese government believes the one-child policy curtailed population growth, and that it prevented 400 million 

extra births. Yet a population expert’s findings suggest that China’s fertility would have declined at a similar rate without 

the one-child policy and would continue to decline even if the policy was discarded. One explanation could be that the 

policy caused anxiety among the population, which prompted many to have children at an earlier time. And there was a 

decline in age at first marriage and age at first childbearing in the 1980s. 

Since 2013, there has been a gradual relaxation of China’s family planning laws that already allowed minority ethnic 

families and rural couples whose firstborn was a girl to have more than one child. In 2015, China officially announced that 

all couples are allowed to have two children to balance population development and address the challenge of an aging 

society. But human rights groups said if China is serious about respecting human rights, the government should 

immediately end such invasive and punitive controls over people’s decisions to plan families and have children. 

 

 

【2】41. According to the article, what does “longer” in the first line refer to? 

 To have longer life expectancy.  To wait a longer time to have another child. 

 To eat healthy to enjoy longer life.   To curb population growth for a longer time. 

【2】42. According to the article, what does the population expert predict about the birth rate if there hadn’t been one-child 

policy? 

 It would have increased.   It would have dropped. 

 It would have increased first then dropped.  It would have dropped first then increased. 

【2】43.According to the article, what was the main reason for one-child policy? 

 Air pollution.   Economy.  

 Educational qualities.   Technical development.  

【3】44. According to the article, what modification has the Chinese government made about its one-child policy since 2015? 

 Minority ethnic couples with two girls can have one more child. 

 Rural couples can have as many children as they like.  

 All couples may have two children. 

 Urban couples with a daughter are allowed to have two more children. 

【3】45. Which of the following statements about China in 1980s is true? 

 People got married later.    People had their first child later.  

 People were anxious about the one-child policy.   People had confidence in the one-child policy.  

 

第二篇： 
The upcoming revival of Nokia-branded smartphones will include a 5-inch screen model with a high-end camera and 

one of Qualcomm’s fastest chips for a price of only $150, according to the latest rumors.  

That a Nokia phone is even the subject of rumors again is testament to the resiliency of the brand, which once ruled 

the mobile phone market before falling on hard times. Finnish startup HMD Global, run by former Nokia executives, 

bought the rights to revive the brand this year and has said it is coming out with new smartphones in 2017. 

The new phone may be called the Nokia P and come in two models with 5-inch and 5.5 inch screen options. The 

smaller model will sell for $150 and the larger model for around $200. 

The market for less-expensive smartphones is sharply competitive, with models from Samsung, Huawei, and Oppo 

leading the way. The phones are most popular in some of the fastest growing phone markets, such as India, where a 

typical Apple iPhone may be priced out of the reach of most customers.  

It is not known yet if the upcoming phones will be sold in the United States. Last week, HMD announced a $26 

feature phone that will be sold initially in the Middle East, India, Asia-Pacific, Africa, and Europe starting next year.  

Nokia was the largest phone seller on the planet for more than a decade starting in 1998. But in the face of surging 

competition from Apple, Blackberry, Samsung, and others, it slid into obscurity. Microsoft bought what was left of 

Nokia’s shrinking phone business in 2014 and still sells smart phones under its own Lumia brand. Nokia itself now 

focuses on selling telecom network equipment.  

 
【4】46. According the passage, which of the following statements about HMD Global is NOT true? 

 It’s a new company.    It’s a Finnish company.  

 Its management used to work for Nokia.   Its executives tried to sell Nokia. 

【3】47. According to the passage, which of the following statements about Nokia is NOT true? 

 It was popular in the early 2000s.   Microsoft bought Nokia. 

 Nokia used to produce less-expensive phones.   Nokia-branded smartphones may not be available in the U.S.  

【3】48. According to the passage, why are Iphones not popular in India? 

 Indians are mostly anti-American.   Indians prefer Chinese and Korean smartphones.  

 IPhones are too expensive.   IPhones’ screens are too small. 

【1】49. According to the passage, why did Nokia lose its market share? 

 Competition from other phone companies.  Wrong investments in the third world. 

 Corruption of the executives.   Focusing on selling telecom network equipment.  

【1】50. According to the passage, what do Samsung, Huawei and Oppo smartphones share in common? 

 Their prices are not very high.   They come with larger screens.  

 They are not popular in India.   Their cameras are high-end.  

 


